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Making the connection
Bob Collier
Chief Executive

At the end of the week partners launched original research
which showed just how important connectivity is the
region, with respondents forecasting employment growth
of 15% in the two years from April 2014 and it also provided
us with clear findings on how connectivity currently
impacted on their business and how they expected it to
impact on their business in the future.
The key findings of the research were as follows:
Commuting and public transport

•
•

Thirty-five percent had seen their commuting journey
time increase over the preceding two years
Most cited either a lack of flexibility (42%), routes not
fitting their journey (41%) or timetabling issues (34%)
as reasons for not using public transport

Business critical connectivity infrastructure

•
•
•

Sixty-four percent indicate local road infrastructure is
critical or very important to their business
Mobile connectivity is reported as critical, very
important or important to 84%, with 61% rating website
e-commerce in the same three categories
Access to high-speed broadband is reported as very
important or critical by 86% of respondents

Connecting the rest of Scotland to the North-east by rail

•
•

Fifty-three percent of respondents consider good rail
links around Scotland as important to their business
Journey times need to reduce significantly to
encourage a move from the car to rail. A reduction in
journey times of around 45 minutes from Inverness,
Glasgow and Edinburgh to Aberdeen is identified as
the trigger.

The net impact of connectivity on business
We calculated net ‘balances’ by subtracting those saying
a factor had a negative impact from those saying it
had a positive impact. The highest positive net impacts
on business are mobile connectivity (+14%), access to
Heathrow (+6%) and international air links (+3%).
Many areas were highlighted as having a large net
negative impact on business, including fuel costs (-62%),
road infrastructure (-55%) and connectivity to the rest of
Scotland and the UK by road (-34%).
Hope on the horizon
Major local projects provide real hope for respondents over
the next five years, with a net balance of +74% believing
that delivery of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route
(AWPR) would have a positive impact on their business,
alongside the Don and Dee river crossings (+71%) and the
airport redevelopment (+63%).

CHAMBER VIEWPOINT

Connectivity Driving Growth was the theme of this year’s
highly successful North East Business Week, the fourth
annual event organised by the Chamber along with
partners Enterprise North East Trust, the Federation of
Small Businesses and the Scottish Council for Development
and Industry.

A general positivity exists on other factors, including a net
balance of +60% reporting that improvements to Aberdeen
city centre would benefit their business.
This research provides us with evidential confirmation
of what our members have told us for some time infrastructure is under pressure as our economy grows and
promised investment now has to be delivered to catch up.
Planned major projects will have a beneficial impact but
they will ameliorate current problems rather than take away
the root causes, and further planning and investment is
needed for the future.
Good progress has been made in planning some of the
answers to current constraints, but we’ll have to keep
focused on the prize, and keep investing, if we want to be
driving growth rather than driving in a traffic jam.

Connecting to international markets

•
•

International market growth is seen as critical to our
regional competitiveness by 41% of respondents
Access to international markets by air is reported
as critical, very important or important by 53% of
respondents. This is almost as important as air access
to other UK locations (58%)

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Business Bulletin June 2014
We want to thank our Premier Partners for their
continued support of your Chamber. Please contact
Liam Smyth, Membership Director, at
liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk if you would like to learn more
about this exclusive level of membership.

PREMIER PARTNERS

The Chamber is happy to publicise the services and products of member organisations, but cannot be held liable for any loss sustained by members using any of the services advertised.
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Queen’s Award success for local businesses
ONLINE Electronics Limited of Aberdeen, which has
business units in Houston, Dubai, Singapore and Perth
and is the parent company of Online Valves Limited has
been awarded the Queen’s Award for Enterprise 2014 for
achieving outstanding results in International Trade.
The company which was founded in 1996 and now has 50
employees was also recognised in the awards in 2008.

EV’s first international target was the Gulf of Mexico, which
it entered in 2010. The company then went on to establish
itself in Canada and the US before entering South East
Asia, the Middle East and Australia.
The company currently has 17 worldwide bases and has
recently opened its doors in India and Indonesia, with
Nigeria identified as a target in coming months.

It designs and manufactures pipeline pig monitoring,
pipeline data communication and logging systems.

NEWS

The 2014 Queen’s Award for International Trade follows
sustained growth in overseas export earnings over the last
five years during which it has entered 30 new markets.
Managing Director Brian Gribble said: “Receiving the
Queen’s Award on a second occasion is a great honour
and an incredible achievement made possible by the
professional standard of work delivered by all of our staff in
Aberdeen and across all of our overseas business units.
“The Online Group has more than doubled in size since
2008 and 2014 will be a record year for turnover and
profit with growth largely coming from overseas sales and
revenues.”
Downhole video technology specialist EV, which splits
its headquarters between Aberdeen and Norwich has
also been awarded a Queen’s Award for Enterprise in
International Trade.
From a solely UK-based company three years ago it now
operates in 12 countries.
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Brian Gribble, Managing Director, Online Electronics Limited

Spreading the answer
to Why Aberdeen?
A MARKET town in North Yorkshire may seem an unlikely base from which to communicate the
virtues of Aberdeen to the rest of the UK but that is exactly what is happening in Easingwold.
Why Aberdeen is based there because it was launched by
Gradcracker, the careers website for Science, Engineering
and Technology (SET) university students.
Close links with Aberdeen highlighted the need to
attract SET graduates into the oil and gas industry and,
encouraged by employers, they set about trying to change
the perception of Aberdeen amongst students around the
UK.
Jessica Luck, head of marketing for Gradcracker, said
the members of the firm’s team visit more than 100 UK
universities each year and talk to thousands of students
and their career advisors.
“When we tell them about the many opportunities we have
for SET students to work in Aberdeen we often sense a
reluctance to relocate there,” she said.
“We have close links with the Aberdeen oil and gas
industry and visit the city at least once a month and see
first-hand the opportunities which exist and we wanted to
share the good news with the students.
“So many employers based in the European oil capital who
work with us kept highlighting how they need to attract
people we carried out a survey which asked students if
they were aware of the opportunities in Aberdeen and if
they would consider going there.

“We got a really mixed response with most students
indicating they would rather go to London or the south
and they didn’t realise the opportunities.
“There were chemical engineers saying they wanted to
go to London - but why would they even consider that
when Aberdeen is where the money is and it’s where the
opportunities are?

FEATURES

“There is an
impression that
Aberdeen is the
back of beyond”

“I think there is an impression that Aberdeen is the back of
beyond and a million miles away from home.
“Students don’t realise that it is a major city just like
Manchester or Liverpool with nightlife, shops and very
good transport links.”
The website www.whyaberdeen.com highlights how
Aberdeen has been voted in several polls as the happiest
continued on next page

Jessica Luck, right, with Why Aberdeen project manager Claire Sugden
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Promoting
ABERDEEN Invest Live Visit - Aberdeen ILV
- was developed by Aberdeen City Council’s
economic and business development team as a
brand to promote and attract business growth
activities.

FEATURES

Since it was initially conceived in 2012, the brand has
become established in the local business community and
is actively used by the council and its partners as a global
platform for communication of business growth.
The addition of a Twitter site and the website
aberdeeninvestlivevisit.co.uk, which was also launched
last year at Offshore Europe, has created two essential
communication tools for the brand.
Dawn Shultz, city promotions manager, said the interest in
Aberdeen ILV has been phenomenal.
Why Aberdeen uses its social media presence to promote the
city

continued from previous page
place to live in Britain and has one of the lowest crime rates
in Britain, making it one of the safest places to live and
work.
It also points out that although some costs are high,
wages are three times higher than those in Manchester or
Birmingham and when you decide to spend them, you can
indulge in everything from salsa dancing to theatre-going
or from surfing to skiing.
Jessica has family links with Forfar and a colleague comes
originally from Montrose and she said that because of
their Scottish connections they are aware not just of
how buoyant and cosmopolitan Aberdeen is but of the
tremendous career opportunities oil and gas has created.
Whyaberdeen.com highlights those and enables
students to discover what life is really like and provides a
comprehensive guide to all aspects of living and working in
Aberdeen.
“We launched whyaberdeen.com at Offshore Europe last
year and it has been a great success,” said Jessica.
“It is a resource which has proved valuable not just for
students and careers advisors but also for employers and
experienced jobseekers.
“Many employers have already fully embraced the concept
of whyaberdeen.com by submitting photographs and
videos, distributing ‘webcards’ to prospective employees
and helping with the editorial content on the site.
“I think people are definitely becoming more aware of
Aberdeen.
“We have the right mix of employers, universities
and students working together through the link with
Gradcracker and the message is getting out there.”
8
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“Everything that happens within the promotion of
economic and business development for Aberdeen
comfortably falls underneath the Aberdeen ILV umbrella,”
she said.
“Aberdeen City Council is engaged in the promotion of
investment right across the board from the core industry of
energy to property development and the regeneration of
the city, digital connectivity, the hydrogen bus programme
and also European funding. The ‘Live’ strand of the brand is

the brand of Aberdeen
Business and leisure tourism in Aberdeen is on a growth
curve and the ‘Visit’ site is an excellent information gallery
for those visiting the city.
“Our website aims to be a one-stop shop for information
about our forward-thinking city, providing a wealth of
knowledge and guidance about Aberdeen as a great place
to do business, live and visit at the click of a button.
“We are targeting potential investors in the city, current
business owners who may be looking to develop or build
relationships internationally, prospective students and
current residents as well business and leisure travellers.
“The site contains extensive information to point people
in the right direction. Visitors to aberdeeninvestlivevisit.
co.uk can find breaking news items relating to the city,
project updates, an image gallery and promotional videos,
conveying all of the fantastic things Aberdeen has to offer
its businesses, residents, visitors and jobseekers.”
Aberdeen ILV also spreads its messages via Twitter @
AberdeenILV and in just over six months ago it has
gathered around 1,700 followers.
“We are having daily engagement from people interested

in all three strands of Aberdeen ILV,” said Dawn. “The team
has been engaging with the Aberdeen community in recent
months to showcase what an excellent brand Aberdeen ILV
is.
“We are encouraging people from businesses to charities
and education providers to recruiters to get involved and
use the website and twitter platforms.
“Aberdeen ILV has been used at various events and venues
and a successful UK-wide advertising strategy has also
been pushing out the message that Aberdeen is open for
business.
“We have dynamic plans and big ambitions. We are
about to launch a Twitter campaign and have recently
commissioned new promotional film footage which will be
added to the website.
“It is an exciting time in the development of the brand and
we hope our city partners will use the opportunity to be
a part of the message that Aberdeen is one of the best
places in the UK to live and do business.”

FEATURES

very much about attracting people to come and work and
live in the city. Filling the skills gap is vital to the future of
Aberdeen.

For further information on how you can work in
partnership with Aberdeen ILV or if you have any news
items, events or updates you would like featured on its
newsfeed or promoted via Twitter, contact
aberdeenilv@aberdeencity.gov.uk

June 2014 BUSINESS BULLETIN
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Queen’s Baton Relay

IoD award winners

BUSINESSES will be aware that in 2012, organisers of the
Olympic Torch Relay shared plans for the route that would
affect travel in and around Aberdeen City and Shire whilst
the relay was underway.

THERE were a number of winners from the North-east at
the annual Institute of Directors awards ceremony.

It was felt that this was a success and helped businesses
to plan for disruption, minimising the impact on business
during the day.
In the run up to the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow, the
Queen’s Baton Relay will be travelling throughout Scotland
for 40 days.

NEWS

Information will again be provided to businesses via an
information bulletin, containing all the information needed
to help plan ahead for likely travel disruption.
The Queen’s Baton Relay will arrive in Aberdeenshire
on Sunday June 29 and in the city on Monday, June
30.
The baton arrives in the North-east of Scotland on the
Sunday with the celebrations starting in Stonehaven at
7.30am.
The baton will leave Dunnottar Castle and make its way
to its final location in Peterhead, via Banchory, Dunecht,
Kintore, Port Elphinstone, Inverurie, Oldmeldrum, Turriff,
Banff, Macduff, Fraserburgh and Mintlaw.
On Monday June 30, it will travel through Aberdeen
City in the electoral wards of Bridge of Don, Dyce/
Bucksburn/Danestone, Hilton/Woodside/Stockethill,
Northfield/ Mastrick North, Kingswells/Sheddocksley/
Summerhill, Hazelhead/Ashley/ Queens Cross,
Lower Deeside, Airyhall/Broomhill/Garthdee,
Torry/Ferryhill, George Street/Harbour, Tillydrone/
Seaton/Old Aberdeen, and Midstocket/
Rosemount.

Robin Watson, chief executive of Wood Group PSN took
the title of IoD Scotland Director of the Year for businesses
with a turnover over £35million.
David Watt IoD Scotland executive director, said: “Robin
has built the group into a genuine world player with
successful results which reflect this.
“Growth has been secured in a planned and systematic way
in an industry known for volatility and risk – which is quite
simply a world class achievement thanks to his all-round
leadership skills.”
Gregor Mackintosh, managing director of Mackintosh of
Glendaveny, was named as Prince’s Trust Youth Business
Scotland Director and Peter Bruce, chief executive
Officer of Entiér Limited, received the Director Award for
Workplace Health, Safety & Wellbeing.
Louise Wood, managing director of Prodrill Energy
Resource Solutions, took Aberdeen and Grampian Regional
Director of the Year title. The judges selected Louise for
driving the growth of the business, which has seen it
recently break through the £20million turnover barrier for
the first time as a result of increased sales with existing
clients and the acquisition of new clients.
David Watt said: “Louise is a commercially astute director,
who is leading a business that has exhibited solid
growth and she is also committed to encouraging and
mentoring other aspiring female directors which is very
commendable.”

A range of events and activities are being planned in
both local authority areas to reflect the important
role of sport by visiting schools, sporting facilities and
leisure centres, encouraging communities to
get behind Team Scotland, get involved with the
Games and encourage people to participate in
sport.
The Queen’s Baton Relay route in Scotland has been
planned by Glasgow 2014 in partnership
with Commonwealth Games Scotland and 32 local
authorities.
Useful links: To follow the baton: www.glasgow2014.com/
batonrelay
Aberdeen City Council: www.aberdeencity.gov.uk
Aberdeenshire Council: www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk
Police Scotland: www.scotland.police.uk
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From left, BBC Radio Scotland presenter Kaye Adams, Robin
Watson, chief executive of Wood Group PSN; Raymond O’Hare,
chairman of the judging panel.

PREMIER PARTNERS
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Sports village sponsor
ABERDEEN Sports Village (ASV) has secured support
for its Diving Development Programme. Subsea specialist
Aquatic Engineering and Construction Ltd, an Acteon
company, has pledged to sponsor the programme for three
years.

NEWS

The Diving Development Programme has been established
to encourage and assist children from local primary schools
realise their diving potential. Coaching will take place
twice weekly at the £22million Aquatics Centre, one of
only 10 in the UK with full diving facilities and platforms
up to10 metres. A recent talent search by ASV identified
200 North-east youngsters with diving skills and 64 will
be invited to take in the programme and hone their diving
ability.

Annual Employment Law
Conference
LEADING employment lawyers are again joining forces to
host the annual go-to event for HR professionals, which
looks set to sell out once more.
The conference takes place on Thursday November 6, 2014
at the Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre from 8am4.30pm, with a drinks reception for delegates to attend
from 4.30-6pm.
With a programme of presentations in the morning, and
an interactive session after lunch, this conference equips
delegates with essential updates to employment law.
Delegates will hear from experts from Burness Paull LLP,
Pinsent Masons LLP and Simpson & Marwick, and the firms
are once again delighted to welcome back employment
law specialist Toni McAlindin, who will provide a round-up
of changes over the past 12 months.
It has been revealed that this year the afternoon session
will focus on parental leave.
Delegates will have the opportunity to discuss this topic in
more depth with an employment lawyer, with one allocated
per table at the event, whilst discussing this with their
peers.

Colin Barry, vice president at Aquatic and David Beattie, chief
executive at Aberdeen Sports Village
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The focus of the other presentations will be announced
in due course, following consultation with previous
conference delegates.

Brushing up on training

Enterprise masterclass
A DOZEN companies from across the north of Scotland
are set to reap the rewards from a masterclass in business.
The firms – from Tayside, Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
– have been selected to participate in the 2014 Enterprise
Partnership Scotland (EPS) business development
programme.

Trevor Mutch, owner and managing director of R Davidson

A PAINTING and decorating firm has been recognised at
industry awards for its ongoing commitment to training.
Deeside-based R Davidson Painter & Decorator, which was
established in 1930, secured the national award following
a nomination by the CITB, the industrial training board for
the construction industry.
R Davidson, which is one of the North-east’s longest
established home improvement contractors, currently
has more than 80 employees and has invested heavily in
training for all employees over the last few years.
It has formally registered 17 apprentices in four years, with
an on-going commitment to source six new apprentices
each year.
Owner and managing director of R Davidson Trevor Mutch
said: “We are 100% committed to offering our employee’s
exceptional training and development opportunities. This
includes encouraging our older employees to gain senior or
supervisory positions and also assist our apprentices who
are just starting out on the career ladder.”

Successful applicants will now enjoy a programme packed
with workshops, delivered by a range of specialists across a
number of sectors, including finance, human resources and
recruitment, law, marketing and public relations.
A number of Aberdeen businesses will take part in the
2014 scheme, including digital agency, Tide Studio,
contemporary fresh food outlet, Grub Café; Aberdeen
Technical Service, a provider of electronic and electrical
products and services; Monkey Bars Aberdeen; media
sharing business, Beamshare; engineering firm, Andrima;
specialist supply chain provider, Mattrol; and Mormond
Engineering, which provides technical project management
services for the oil and gas industry.

NEWS

The scheme was open to organisations with high growth
potential such as fledgling businesses, those looking to
change the direction of an established company or those
trying to secure a management buy-out or university spinoff.

Laurencekirk farm shop, Balmakewan, will also participate
in this year’s scheme along with Gwen McCreadie-Page, a
health and lifestyle consultant based in Forfar, and Dundee
companies Pavillion Properties and Live Visualisation.

Move to prime location
STATOIL has chosen Prime Four Business Park in
Kingswells for its new operations centre and head office
for development and production activities on the United
Kingdom Continental Shelf.
Statoil and developer Drum Property Group has agreed
heads of terms for a new 60,000 square foot facility, built
to Statoil’s specifications.
The parties are currently in the process of finalising terms
and determining the building design. Subject to planning
consents, construction is scheduled to begin late this year,
with completion and move-in early in 2016.
“This solution will give us modern and functional facilities
for safe and efficient operations of the Mariner field,” said
Gunnar Breivik, vice president for Statoil’s Western Europe
business unit and head of the company ’s Aberdeen office.
The process of selecting a long term property solution for
Statoil in Aberdeen was initiated in 2012, and a total of 28
different options were identified.
“We are encouraged by the interest and attention we have
received from the city, and we feel very welcome as a new
entrant to Aberdeen’s thriving oil industry,” he said.

June 2014 BUSINESS BULLETIN
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Helping pupils car
SECONDARY school pupils in Aberdeen on the brink of making decisions which could shape their
future careers are being invited to explore their own thoughts by participating in an extremely
successful art competition.
“My Future Aspirations” is in its sixth year and since
it was launched by Thorpe Molloy Recruitment it has
attracted more than 1,000 self-portraits from pupils
across the area.

FEATURES

It not only allows S1 and S2 pupils to display their artistic
talents, and indeed their literary ability, but also enables
them to consider whether one day they might want to be
a cook or a Cabinet minister, a dancer or a designer.
The competition encourages pupils in Aberdeen city and
shire to create a self-portrait which expresses their career
hopes.
Thorpe Molloy director Karen Molloy said:”Contributing
within our local community is part and parcel of the ethos
of our company.
“Although we are involved in many other projects we
launched the competition because we wanted to lead our
own initiative, something that’s unique to us and which we
are passionate about.”
She explained that the competition fits in with the
Curriculum for Excellence and links the art and English
departments because not only do pupils have to complete
a self-portrait they also have to write a brief description
about what they want to be.
“I think what is really important about the competition is its
relevance, that it is fun and that it stimulates thoughts and
discussions around future careers before the pupils have to
make their subject choices.
“With a focus on careers it also complements our core
business activity of recruitment.”
She said that as the competition has grown, with more
schools and more pupils involved each year they try to

“What is really important is its
relevance, that it is fun and that it
stimulates thoughts and discussions
around future careers”
keep it fresh with different displays of the winners’
work. They also introduced online voting, “The People’s
Choice,” where the general public can vote for their
favourite.
This year, for the first time, pupils will have the opportunity
to portray their personality and ambition through
symbolism as still life and abstract pieces are being
accepted.
“I think we have to constantly develop the competition,”
said Karen.
“Last year, the British School of Houston participated
and the collaboration was so successful that we hope to
engage schools from other oil hubs in the future.
“I think comparing work from around the world will be very
interesting.
“Each year it has astounded me how creative the children
are and sometimes you wonder where their ideas came
from. Some of them are almost Picasso-like and they are
thinking completely out of the box.
“I love the diversity and the range and the thought that
goes into each one, it’s not just about being a talented
artist it is about imagination and expression.”
Information about the competition is now with schools and
in November each participating one will have to submit a
shortlist of eight self-portraits, accompanied by a narrative
of no more than 50 words which describes the career
aspiration, reasons for the career choice and plans to get
there.
A cash prize will be awarded to the winning pupil to be
used for art projects in his or her school.
Every submission received will be displayed at the Tivoli
Theatre throughout December and throughout the summer
enlarged reproductions of last year’s 12 finalists will be on
show at Aberdeen Airport.
Joining Karen on the judges panel this year will be Gayle
Gorman, director of education, culture and sport for
Aberdeen City Council; Shelagh Swanson, artist and
owner, Oil and Glass; Joanna Fraser, membership and
media communications team leader, Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce and Brian Hendry, director,
Aberdeen Tivoli Theatre.

2013 winner, Abby Cartney, St Margaret’s School for Girls
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More examples of pupils’ work is featured over the page.
The 2014 My Future Aspirations will be on display at the
Tivoli towards the end of the year

FEATURES

eer into the future

Karen Molloy of Thorpe Molloy with the My Future Aspirations exhibition 2013 showcasing pupils’ career hopes for their future

June 2014 BUSINESS BULLETIN
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FEATURES
“I want to be a farmer because I love
spending time on our farm with my dad.
He even bought me my own tractor and
lets me top the grass dfor sheep to eat. My
tractor is gold to show my future success.”
Euan Robertson, Lathallan

“When I’m older I want to be an engineer.
I also want to be a swimming world
champion or maybe go to Hollywood and
own a Westie dog. I want to be a netballer
and always love my family and friends.
These are things I maybe want to do but
I’m not sure what I really want to be. I’ll
just wait and see what my future holds for
me.”
Alejandro Delgado, Alford Academy
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“Facial expressions can tell how we think a
person is feeling – if they are happy, sad, in
a daydream, determined, thinking positive
tec. People react to these expressions. My
aspiration is that we will all get on better
with a fun positive look.”
Connor Clarkson, Bucksburn Academy

“I am not certain on what
I want to be so I put together the things I
love to do inside a camera because I love
photography.
Behind me is the Milky Way because I love
the universe and science.”
Catherine Mearns, Cults Academy

NORSEA Group has taken a major step forward in its
international expansion by purchasing the Danish base and
logistics company Danbor AS.
In addition to enhancing the global presence of NorSea
Group, Danbor will significantly boost the company’s
capability in the wind power market.
“International expansion is part of NorSea Group’s
expressed strategy,” said John Stangeland, CEO of NorSea
Group.
“Danbor is a solid company which is well-established in
our core activity field and fits in well with the rest of the
NorSea Group family.”
NorSea Group (UK) has a strong presence in North-east
Scotland. It opened its first UK office in Aberdeen less
than a year ago and already offers services at four Scottish
ports Scrabster, Peterhead, Montrose and Aberdeen.

First new FROG
REFLEX Marine, a specialist in safe marine transfer
solutions to the offshore, marine and renewable industries,
has supplied the first production unit of the newly
developed FROG-XT4, to Total E&P Nigeria Ltd.
The FROG-XT is an advancement of the company’s
personnel transfer technologies and the product of more
than 20 years of experience in the oil and gas industry.
An estimated one million safe crew transfers are carried
out every year using the Reflex Marine’s FROG and TORO
devices.

Aubin growth
AUBIN Group Chemical engineering specialist Aubin Group
has reported strong growth following an investment from
BGF (Business Growth Fund).
Aubin Ltd, the parent company of Aubin Group, announced
that for the 12 months ending 30 June 2013, turnover was
£6.5million, up more than 35% from £4.8million during the
same period in the previous financial year.

Recruitment Team Lead, Deirdre Strachan and Senior
Consultant, Morna Ronnie are now both qualified under
the BPS (British Psychological Society) to administer the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and 16PF personality
psychometric questionnaires.
Alongside The Urquhart Partnership’s dedicated chartered
psychologist, Julie McDonald, the development of the
newly qualified consultants means that several members of
the team can now conduct a wide range of psychometric
assessments as well as a selection of ability and aptitude
assessments.

New courses from Maersk
MAERSK Training has launched five new Global Wind
Organisation (GWO) Basic Safety Training Refresher
(BSTR) courses. The new courses cover manual handling,
first aid, fire awareness, work at height and sea survival
and are obligatory for all GWO trained personnel who wish
to continue working in the Wind industry after their initial
certification has expired.

NEWS

Danish acquisition

The standards for BST have been developed by the GWO,
an association of wind turbine owners and manufacturers,
with the aim of supporting an injury-free work
environment.
The safety standards are based on risk assessments and
factual incident statistics within the industry related to the
installation, service and maintenance of wind turbines.

Digby Jones at dinner
LORD Digby Jones is to be the keynote speaker at the 2014
Northsound Radio Business Dinner.
Lord Jones, Known as “the voice of British business,”
started out working at his family’s corner shop in
Birmingham, but went on to become a Minister for Trade
and Investment and one of the UK’s most respected
business leaders.
He will entertain the North-east business community at
the dinner on Thursday November 13 at the Marcliffe at
Pitfodels.

In February 2013, Aubin Group received a £2.25million
investment from BGF established to help the UK’s SME
sector. Since then, the company has recorded significant
growth in its Well Services division and seen steady
expansion by launching new divisions and adding to its
team of chemical engineering and subsea experts.

Assessing ability
HR, TRAINING and recruitment consultancy, The Urquhart
Partnership has been practising what it preaches when it
comes to training and development.
Due to significant growth in demand for assessment and
selection services, the members of staff who are qualified
to administer and interpret psychometric and ability
assessments has been increased.

Lord Digby Jones
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View from the North
RESEARCH conducted by the Chamber network ahead of the independence referendum
has highlighted that businesses are concerned about the uncertainty facing their operating
environment after the vote, with businesses in the North-east appearing more sceptical about
constitutional change, depending on the outcome of the vote.

FEATURES

With less than four months until the referendum vote,
Scottish Chambers of Commerce and British Chambers
of Commerce have conducted two surveys of
members - one within Scotland and one in the rest of the
UK - to find out the impact that the debate was having on
current business, and how it could affect businesses in the
future.
“The surveys were a crucial temperature check of
the debate so far, in Scotland and around the UK,”
said James Bream, research and policy director at the
Chamber.
“It was important for us to gather an up-to-date accurate
picture of what businesses in the North-east were thinking
about the referendum debate and also about further
devolution in the event of a ‘No’ vote.”
The survey in Scotland followed on from the first
constitutional survey carried out in June 2013, which
identified the key issues that businesses wanted more
information on as well as the sources from which they
expected to get this information.
The 2013 survey found that just 15% of North-east
businesses thought they would get information from
politician.
We hoped that would act as a real call to action, but sadly
it seems to have been ignored.
This April we have found that 63% of respondents in the
region rating the campaign as “poor” or “dismal”.
This result was broadly reflective of the findings across
Scotland, with 56% of Scottish businesses rating the
campaign negatively.
“It is clear that businesses across Scotland are distinctly
unimpressed with the quality of the referendum debate,”
said James.
“With less than four months to go it is clear that we are not
going to be provided with the answers we want.
“This uncertainty may be one reason why businesses
across the UK are beginning to factor in the referendum
debate in their decision-making.
“Businesses do not know if the information being given

June 2013
SCC/AGCC
Survey
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Summer 2013
Meet the
Leaders
series

Autumn 2013
Issue ‘one
page’ papers
published
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to them by the respective campaigns is accurate so it
is unsurprising some are seeking to monitor risks more
actively now.”
Opportunity with a yes vote?
Throughout the survey, the North-east results often
differed to opinion in the rest of Scotland.
One stand-out result was that three out of four businesses
in the North-east believed there are no commercial
opportunities arising from independence.
This was significantly greater than the rest of Scotland
where just over half of businesses saw opportunities
associated with independence including:

•
•
•

the creation of policies based on Scottish needs
improved businesses support from government
a clearer identification with the Scottish brand

In the rest of the UK, 63% of businesses reported that
Scottish independence would offer no opportunities for
their businesses. It isn’t a surprise that fewer businesses
saw opportunities in the rest of the UK compared to those
in Scotland.
“While it is not surprising that the opportunities and risks
are most significant for Scottish businesses, it should be
noted that a growing proportion of business south of the
border are taking notice of how the referendum debate
and result could affect them,” said James.

Some of the other main findings:
• Twenty percent of North-east businesses
indicated that their business decisions had been
influenced by the independence debate so far;
but just one in ten businesses out with Scotland
reported that the debate had affected their
business decisions.
• Sixty-three percent of businesses in the Northeast said they would change their business
strategy if Scotland became independent higher
than in the rest of Scotland (49%). In turn the
comparable figure was just 20% in the rest of the
UK

October 2013
Oil & Gas report,
Grasping the
Thistle with EY

Winter 2013
AGCC coverage
in Times & Herald,
briefings to sector
groups

March 2014
Scottish
Government
inquiry
submission
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-east on referendum

The Chamber has hosted visits from various Scottish political leaders over the last year

What if there was a no vote?
Opinion also differed between North-east businesses and
the rest of Scotland on whether Scotland gains further
powers in the event of a No vote.
In the event of a No vote, 68% of businesses in Scotland
would like to see the Scottish Government given additional
powers, but less than half of North-east businesses (46%)
shared this opinion.
James reflected, “We cannot be certain as to why the
difference exists in this question. However, it could be that
businesses do not feel that historically the North-east has
received its fair share of investment via devolution in its
current form.
“A lack of investment has meant that businesses feel
growth has not been fully facilitated with the current
funding settlement, so it is perhaps not entirely surprising
businesses locally feel there is nothing to be gained
through further devolution.”
Again, opinion on further devolution in Scotland also
differed in England, Northern Ireland and Wales. Just 25%
of respondents in the BCC survey wanted Scotland to have
more powers, with 49% indicating that the current division
of powers should remain in place.

April 2014
Altor
Lunch ‘n’
Learn

29 May 2014
Board/Council
debate with
Aberdeen University

19 June 2014
Stick or Twist
Political Debate

“Again it is unsurprising that there are differences in the
results between Scotland and the rest of the UK, given
the fact that only a partial debate about the referendum is
taking place in the rest of the UK,” said James.
What next?
While the debate and decision about independence will
be conducted in Scotland, it is clear that the impact of the
result will be felt across the UK.
“Research and analysis conducted by the Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce to date has already
found that there is no certainty with either a Yes or No
vote, and that the final outcomes can only be determined
by negotiation following the referendum.” said James. “We
may find that businesses outwith Scotland will want to play
a more active role in the debate as the referendum draws
nearer. They will certainly want a bigger say after the vote
whether the outcome is Yes or No given the business
interests businesses all across the UK will want protected.”
James adds; “At a time when Scotland’s future is under
review, businesses across the UK deserve better from the
politicians leading the two campaigns. We need certainty
and honesty about what their intentions are for business
after the referendum.”
continued on next page

August 2014
AGCC publish
Risk/Opportunity
Analysis

11 September 2014
Independence
Business Breakfast

October 2014
What next?
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continued from previous page
100 days….
by James Bream, AGCC research and policy director
There is currently a social media craze called ‘100 days of
happiness’.
This means posting a happy photo every day for 100 days.
Well basically if you start now it will pretty much bring you
to referendum day!

FEATURES

With less than one hundred days left until the Scottish
independence referendum on September 18, the Chamber
decided against photos but has finalised its action
programme to help our members (and most importantly
their staff) make an informed choice about their vote.
Of course the 100 day plan is nothing new in politics or
business.

The analysis of the one-page briefing papers will be
supplemented by a risk analysis of a Yes or No vote, which
will be published during August.
This analysis will also be published alongside an
assessment of policies which have been confirmed by the
two campaigns and the UK and Scottish Governments to
ensure the approach is unbiased.
Giving you access to the business view
The September Business Breakfast will have a referendum
flavour with two businesses representatives - one
supporting independence and the other supporting the
union, putting forward their case for the constitutional
future of Scotland.

We won’t be taking sides

This will be members’ last chance to hear about the
important issues they need to consider before casting their
vote on September 18.

At the heart of the Chamber’s approach will be its
commitment to remain apolitical.

Giving you access to the policy team and sector specific
debate

Our apolitical unbiased approach has been a cornerstone
of the Chamber’s activities on behalf of members and
will continue to allow the Chamber team to hold both
campaigns to account effectively.

Between now and referendum day, the team will also be
available to provide specific support to individual Chamber
members on the referendum issues which could have an
impact on their operating environment.

We don’t think we can be seen as being credibly
challenging to both campaigns if we are lobbying against
one side.

One Chamber member that has already taken up the offer
of a briefing session on independence and the implications
the result could have on their business was Altor Risk
Group.

Giving you access to the debate to help you decide
Over the next 100 days, the Chamber will continue to offer
members the opportunity to engage with representatives
from the Yes and No campaign, so business can put
their questions directly to those making the case for the
union or for independence.
In addition, the policy team will be engaging with members
as widely as possible, so businesses can be well informed
about what the result of the referendum will mean for their
business.
Stick or Twist – The Referendum Debate will take place
during June, with the Chamber and business partners FSB,
SCDI, Aberdeen Entrepreneurs and IOD, hosting Danny
Alexander MP and John Swinney MSP for a businessfocused hustings at the AECC.
This will be North-east businesses’ opportunity to put
their questions directly to the Yes and No campaigns and
debate the constitutional future of Scotland.
Giving you access to information to help you decide
The Chamber will also be updating its one-page briefing
papers on the issues that matter to North-east businesses.
Since first published in August last year, the policy team
has updated the papers when more information became
available and you can still view the papers on the Chamber
website www.agcc.co.uk/policy1.
Based on the debate to date, the team will be using the
papers to develop a two-page summary booklet which will
bring together all the confirmed positions of the Yes and
20

No campaigns. This booklet will be distributed to members
through the Chamber’s communications.
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Altor Risk Group works within the energy, marine and
aviation sectors, providing consultancy and training
support for managing risk and major accident incidents.
Management at Altor Risk Group felt they had an
important role to play in helping staff become more
informed about the referendum debate and how the result
could affect the business.
So they commissioned the Chamber policy team to
facilitate a lunch and learn focused on the independence
issues most pertinent to their business.
In advance of the event, the Chamber team surveyed staff
at their Aberdeen office about the issues they wanted
more information on.
The issues which were highlighted included membership of
the EU, the role government would take in an emergency
incident and environmental reporting and regulation.
The feedback then allowed the Chamber to focus on these
issues as it sourced what all the likely outcomes were and
assessed the preferred outcomes for the campaigns.
The results of analysis were then presented to Altor Risk
Group at an internal lunch and learn on the referendum
during April.
And finally
Whether the next 100 day will be happy in referendum
land it will certainly be interesting so keep an eye on
developments at www.agcc.co.uk/policy1, or email
rachel.elliot@agcc.co.uk or james.bream@agcc.co.uk.

Oilandgassurveyshowscontinuingconfidence
This is the twentieth biannual survey, which provides
an overview of what is happening in the sector and is
delivered with the support of sponsors Bond Dickinson.
It showed that 30% of all companies are more confident
about their activity in UKCS than a year ago, although the
net balance is down from the last survey in November 2013.
In addition, 55% of all respondents reported working at
or above optimum levels in the UKCS, with 42% of all
contractors reporting this in international markets.
The survey also assesses confidence in the sector by
understanding levels of investment.
Thirty-five percent of all respondents saw an increase in
their investment spend in the last 12 months.
The main category for this spending was new markets
(48%) followed by staff training (47%).
This trend looks set to continue, with 61% looking to spend
in new markets in the future.
Whilst measuring a number of key business performance

indicators, the survey also changes its scope based on
important issues the sector is facing.
This survey examined the effect of the Wood Review as
well as the upcoming Scottish referendum.
The final Wood Review was published in February and
provided a number of key recommendations designed to
enhance oil and gas recovery in the future.
Almost half (48%) of respondents were unsure if the Wood
Review would lead to a significant change in the way the
UKCS operates.
Of the recommendations in the report “revision of the fiscal
regime” was the one that most respondents thought likely
to be implemented (61%).
In 2012 a new question was introduced to the survey asking
whether the planned referendum in Scotland was a factor
in future plans and investment proposals.

NEWS

THE LATEST oil and gas survey findings, which is
developed by the Chamber in collaboration with University
of Strathclyde’s Fraser of Allander Institute, were published
earlier this month.

In this most recent survey, 45% of respondents answered
that it was, up from 38% in May 2013.

For more information or to obtain a copy of the survey
please contact research@agcc.co.uk
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Mission taps into Israeli opportunities

NEWS

THE CHAMBER’S
international
trade team heads
a delegation of
companies to Israel
in November this
year - a first in the
UK.
Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber
of Commerce is
delivering a five-day
oil and gas trade
mission for UKbased SMEs.
It will provide a
comprehensive
introduction
to oil and gas
opportunities,
including
briefings with key
stakeholders and
players in the region,
detailed market
insight, and one-toone meetings.

Picture courtesy of Noble Energy

The aim is to equip delegates with all relevant information
and contacts to support their future entry to the market.
Delegates will also have the opportunity to attend
Universal Oil & Gas 2014, one of the first major international
oil & gas conferences in Israel.
Oil companies operating in Israel have discovered so far
seven offshore gas fields in the Mediterranean Sea. The gas
fields were all discovered in the Israeli exclusive economic
zone (EEZ) located 200km from the coast of Haifa.
These discoveries will allow Israel to use natural gas,
instead of coal and oil, as a primary energy source and also
to export substantial quantities of the surplus.
At a regional level, the American official Geological Survey
estimates that from Gaza’s coast to southern Turkey the
eastern Mediterranean holds 122trillion cubic feet of gas,
comparable to the reserves of Iraq.
Compared to many other emerging energy markets,
business in Israel is conducted with transparency and
good governance, with contract law similar to that in the
European Union and North America.
Israel is already a hub for international global companies
and investors as well as one of the global leaders in
advanced and innovative technology.

There are no currency exchange control restrictions
and the highly educated workforce and developed
infrastructure will allow for the oil and gas industry to
developer faster.
Several Israeli companies are actively looking for an
industry partner/operator for the second stage of
exploration. Currently there are almost no local companies
with the experience, equipment and knowledge to meet
the demand for service providers for such extensive
projects.
Whilst current finds are substantial, there are still further
exploration and production opportunities offshore and
onshore in Israel for operators, contractors, service
companies and investors.
Universal Oil & Gas 2014 will be the first major international
oil & gas conference and exhibition in Israel taking place
at the Dead Sea from the 18th until the 20th of November
2014.
The conference will aim to highlight and discuss
these opportunities creating a platform to encourage
collaboration and partnership through panel discussions
and keynote speeches.
It will also feature an exhibition as well as networking
events.

The next trade mission organised by the Chamber is to Nigeria and Ghana, departing on June 25. For information
on this or the mission to Israel, contact Julien Masse, international trade team leader, Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce at julien.masse@agcc.co.uk
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News in brief
Global oil and gas service provider AGR has
announced that its software solutions division signed
its first contract with Sakhalin Energy.
The three-year deal includes the latest version of its
P1™ software, as well as maintenance and support
services.
This software allows operators to maximise
performance during well-construction projects.

NEWS

AGA has opened a new Aberdeen showroom in Back
Wynd.
It is a one-stop for all things AGA, with traditional
models on display alongside the latest new-generation
electric models – the AGA Dual Control and AGA Total
Control.
Genesis Personnel has relocated to bigger premises
in Aberdeen, following the continued success
and growth of the business. The company, which
specialises in delivering expert recruitment solutions
to the North-east, has moved into new office space,
double the size of its old premises, at Voyager House,
part of Waterloo Quay properties.
AISUS Offshore has achieved a turnover in excess
of £1million in its first year in business. The remote
inspections specialist undertook a mix of call-off
contracts and service agreements in 2013, as well as
designing its own proprietary inspection technologies.
Since its launch the company has increased its team
from five to eight and has just recruited a further field
engineer. By the end of its second year AISUS expects
to employ a team of 12.
Well management company Fraser Offshore Ltd
(FOL) has drilled its 50th well on the UK Continental
Shelf. The milestone was achieved as a result of the
completion of East Irish Sea well 110/7b-9 and follows
a busy year in 2013 when the company drilled 14 wells
and managed 30 rig-months of activity – making FOL
one of the most active drilling organisations in the
North Sea. FOL is in its 10th year and operates from
Aberdeen and Great Yarmouth.
Offshore accommodation and workspace specialists,
HB Rentals, has become one of the first companies in
the UK to achieve a newly revised industry standard
for certification of offshore equipment. The revised
DNV 2.7-2: 2013 standard for offshore service modules
from global Offshore Certification Body, DNV GL
has been achieved by meeting strict criteria in the
design and manufacture of service modules suitable
for hazardous area operations. The certification is a
collation of international requirements and standards
applicable to temporary and transportable equipment.

For all members news please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk
Send your news to
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk
June 2014 BUSINESS BULLETIN
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Yammering it home
EY IS committed to building a better working world and the introduction of Yammer is
supporting the efforts of the multinational professional services firm.

EY has been encouraging its 175,000 employees around
the globe to connect, collaborate and coordinate through
Yammer.
Key benefits of Yammer include improved access to
shared information, building better working relationships
internationally and the ability to share information quickly,
all in one place.
Jill Simpson, UK oil and gas marketing manager, said: “At
EY the ‘professional Facebook’ style network has become
part of an integrated communications offering alongside
instant messaging, email and social media.
“It’s not about discussing what you had for lunch - you can
do that on Facebook.

“We work better when we
work together – sharing
knowledge, expertise and
information.”
it is proving to be highly successful, with more than 1,000
success stories having been reported globally.
It may take a while for all EY employees to make the
transition to Yammer, however we work better when
we work together – sharing knowledge, expertise and
information.
“As well as the internal benefits, Yammer is also vital for
helping us provide a seamless service to our clients.”

FEATURES

Yammer is an enterprise social network which benefits
employees by enabling them to connect and share ideas
through a secure and private service.

“Yammer offers a professional networking tool best used
for research or knowledge sharing.
“You can use it to gather credentials for a proposal or
find out about services from any corner of the globe.
“For example, when preparing for a client pitch, one of
our Canadian colleagues connected with an Australian
team and subsequently secured a substantial piece of
work.
“It is a useful tool for our Aberdeen oil and gas team
to connect directly with the other global energy hubs,
such as Houston, Moscow, Perth, Stavanger and Calgary
“Yammer has increased the speed of communication,
interaction and has a response rate that email simply
does not offer.
“Through the use of ‘tags’, for example ‘#help’, and
specific sector groups, questions such as finding
Kazakhstan oil and gas credentials can be sent to more
people, more quickly and efficiently.
“Yammer can be easily accessed, whether from a smart
phone or a laptop, and all information shared across
teams and service lines is done in a secure manner.
“Yammer fully establishes EY as a global community,
one that can source information and establish solid
international relationships.
“Currently 75,000 staff members are using Yammer and

“Yammer has increased the
speed of communication,
interaction and has a
response rate that email
simply does not offer.”

Jill Simpson, UK oil and gas marketing manager at EY
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Technology keeping b
A FORMER professor at Robert Gordon University has developed a world-leading system
for sharing video clips, media files and documents as a result of his frustration at what was
previously available.
Professor Iain Richardson is an internationally recognised
expert in the field of video coding and communications
who has written four widely cited books on the subject and
has published more than 50 papers.

FEATURES

His speciality is digital video and video streaming and
because of his expertise he is frequently called upon by
some of the world’s biggest technology companies in
relation to legal issues surrounding technology or patents.
However many companies also turn to him when problems
arise and he said: “It struck me as bizarre that businesses
and individuals were finding out that they were unable to
view some media because they didn’t have the right codec
installed (computer programmes capable of encoding or
decoding a digital data stream or signal).
“They shouldn’t have to know that stuff,” he said. “It
should just work. You should be able to get video, media,
whatever, to play and work on any device without the user
actually having to think about these things.
!There is a lot of time being wasted and lot of frustration
created so we started off by solving that problem.”
Beamshare, the system he developed, allows media to be
played on tablets, PCs, Macs and along the route the added
the ability for the owner to provide access and take it away
when desired.
“Those two features in combination were very attractive in
some of the business areas we are working in and we then
added in PowerPoint, document and PDF viewing which
suits the way people conduct their business nowadays.
“Beamshare can help any kind of business which needs to
share information.
“The first people paying to use it are tending to be in the
broadcast and media industries where they are actually
creating content, whether programmes or training
materials, which they have to get out to other companies,
partners, customers and maybe eventually to the world at
large.
“Typically people in these kind of sectors will struggle with
other programs and will very often end up just burning a
DVD and sending it by courier which is a huge waste of
time and money.
“Now they can click and as soon as the file is ready, link to
it, press play and talk about it or leave comments on it.
“The oil and gas sector obviously has great potential for us
and training is an obvious sector which could benefit.

“Even if the internet is bad, as
long as you have some sort
of connection, we will get the
content to you.”
26
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“We are finding out exactly
what people need because
there is no point in us
developing what only we
think is great technology.”

“With health and safety increasingly getting tighter,
training, compliance and certification is so important and
actually getting those training hours in can be expensive
and it can also be a challenge to provide the material online
with easy access.
“Beamshare will not only play on anything, it will still play
with poor connections. If you are sitting on a rig offshore
with a poor quality wi-fi connection or you are in some
remote part of the world even if the internet is bad, as
long as you have some sort of connection, we will get the
content to you.
“If you are trying to play a video our system works out
whether you are on a PC with a good internet connection
or an android tablet with a very poor connection and
then we send you the most appropriate version for your
situation. Beamshare is unique in the way it solves the
problems these businesses are having to deal with.
“You can burn a DVD or you can transfer a file in a number
of different ways but we are finding that wastes a lot of
time and money for the people who are trying to get
content out quickly and securely.”
The company has secured two SMART innovation awards
from the Scottish Government, the first of which was to
develop the core technology.
“We then took that round some of the world’s biggest
technology companies and they said ‘This is great, it’s
really exciting, but come back when you have a product’.
“Now we have developed the product which is continually
evolving. We are finding out exactly what people need
because there is no point in us developing what only we
think is great technology. We have to develop something
that solves the real problems people are facing.
“One of the great things about doing it on the web is that
we can produce a new version every two weeks and it
takes just minutes for customers to set up.
“We feel that is really important because in the offshore
industry, for instance, if you are setting up a training
portal it could involve three months of work and tens of
thousands of pounds of investment.
“Using Beamshare you can have a dozen people sharing
documents and streaming videos within about five
minutes.”

FEATURES

businesses connected

Professor Iain Richardson, creator of Beamshare
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POLICY

This month’s highlights

•

FOUR Chamber mentions in the Scottish Parliament.
Three during a debate on the National Planning
Framework, and one mention about North East
Business Week.

•

Four specific members were supported on policy
issues related to their business.

•

The aviation team from Transport for London met
with transport members to discuss the UK’s aviation
strategy.

North East Business Week research highlights connection
difficulties in North-east
Rising fuel costs and poor local roads infrastructure is
having a negative impact on business growth in the Northeast, according to research published by the Chamber at
the end of April and as mentioned in this month’s Chamber
Viewpoint on page three.
The research, which was conducted as part of North
East Business Week 2014 found that more than a third of
respondents had seen their commuting times increase and
that 45% had experienced an increase in costs for their
businesses due to congestion.
While businesses were critical about the roads
infrastructure and rail connections, businesses were
confident that confirmed investment in the transport
network, such as the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route,
third Don crossing and the Aberdeen International Airport
redevelopment, would have a positive impact on their
business.
Mobile connections, access to Heathrow and international
air connections were all rated that having a net positive
impact on business.
This was welcome feedback, given the importance
businesses placed on air links to other UK destinations
and international locations. Air links were described as
important or critical by a majority of respondents.
In addition, digital connectivity was rated as having a
significant influence on businesses with 86% reporting
that access to high speed broadband connections was
important or critical.
The region’s business links to local, national and
28
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international markets were the focus of events led by the
Chamber, SCDI, FSB and Enterprise North East Trust at
the end of April. The events provoked debate about the
infrastructure improvements needed within the North-east
and between the region and the rest of the UK, so that
business growth can continue.
The week also received high profile coverage, with the
research receiving a mention in the Scottish Parliament
from Maureen Watt MSP in a Parliamentary motion.
Do you want to mentor tomorrow’s employees?
Oldmachar Academy in Aberdeen is currently undertaking
an ambitious campaign to secure a business mentor for
all of their S4 pupils as part of their Clue Yourself Up
programme.
The programme has been developed to help their students
gain a better understanding of the world of work and to
help them to identify a potential career path.
The schools is trying to source mentors from a range of
different industries and careers to support S4 pupils during
the year-long programme.
Mentors will be expected to build up a relationships with
specific pupils, offer them the opportunity to undertake
workplace visits on a regular basis, give talks to young
people about their field of work and facilitate a week-long
work experience placement.
Over 80 business mentors have already signed up to
participate and the Chamber is keen to support their
efforts.
Businesses that are interested in participating can sign up
via the following link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ClueYourselfUp

Later this month

•

The policy team will host local MPs and MSPs in the
first Chamber political briefing session.

•

The Chamber will publish its summary of confirmed
positions from the Yes and No campaigns as part of its
referendum analysis.

•

Chamber members will vote for new policy council
members.

The VSA Tartan Pro-am Prize Giving and Fundraising Dinner held at the Marcliffe Hotel and Spa

PHOTO DIARY

Jocelyn and Richard Peace, Lynne and Mark Estachy, Louise and Jason
James, Hilary and Brian Brown and Yvonne and Willie Rennie

Maggie Wilson, Kristina Rihanoff, Kenneth Simpson, Lady
Joan Catto and Carol Bain

Graham Carson with Rob and Gwen Pirie

Louise Russell with (right) Samira Benzidan

Networking Day at Perth Races

Perth Races held a networking event for all Scottish Chambers in April. Pictured presenting the winner and
best turned out of the Pentland Land Rover EBF “Future Champions” “National Hunt” novices’ hurdle 3m
to Sausalito Sunrise is Sandra Burke, chief executive of Dundee & Angus Chamber of Commerce and AGCC
membership director Liam Smyth.
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Mapping links between schools and business
RESEARCH conducted by the Chamber, Opito and ACSEF
has mapped out the links that exist between North-east
secondary schools and businesses, and has estimated that
more than 12,000 young people take part in some sort of
business activity.

The research partners conducted a survey of secondary
schools in the North-east area to find out what activities
the school participated in, the number of young people
involved and what industries the activities were focused
on. Interviews were then held with specific schools to
find out what teachers thought of links with businesses,
how relationships were developed and how they felt
relationships could be improved.

43% of secondary pupils in Aberdeen and 59% of pupils
in Aberdeenshire secondary schools were estimated to
be taking part in some sort of industry-linked activity.
These activities focused on raising awareness of career
paths, putting class learning into a practical context and
development of soft skills valued by employers.

Based on the findings the research partners have made a
number of recommendations to the two local authorities
and to businesses.
We are hopeful these recommendations can be delivered in
the short-term.
“It was clear that all schools were keen to engage with
businesses and that they valued the contribution business
could make to learning, we believe this can be further
enhanced and developed moving forward”

NEWS

The research found that 67 individual businesses had
established some sort of link within the sample of
secondary schools in the North-east which participated
in the mapping exercise. The activities these businesses
undertook with schools was wide-ranging, but a significant
amount of activity was aimed at promoting the oil and gas
industry and related disciplines such as engineering and
science.

Examples of the recommendations included:

Schools had also established a number of relationships
with third party providers of activities. Activities which
were popular amongst schools included the Youth
Philanthropy Initiative, Maths in the Pipeline and SCIP
programme. These activities were rated highly by schools,
with teachers praising the opportunities these programmes
offer young people to develop teamwork skills and put
their learning in class into a practical context.
The project was initiated following the 2013 North East
Business Week survey, People Driving Growth, which found
that 77% of businesses were willing to engage with schools
and that 69% of respondents already did engage with
individual schools on an ad-hoc basis.

•

guidance to be devised on how schools can go about
developing links with businesses and also evaluate the
effectiveness of activities

•

The creation of a professional development
programme be developed for teachers, so that they
can find out more about the North-east economy
and have opportunities to engage with businesses in
specific sectors.

Concluding James said: “It is important that school leavers
view the North-east as a good place to live and work and
early, good quality engagement between schools and
businesses is a crucial part of ensuring a pipeline to talent
continues to be available in the region.

James Bream, research and policy director at the Chamber,
said: “The research partners recognised that links already
existed between schools and business. However, there was
a view that we needed to get a good understanding of the
scale of activity, the nature of interactions or the quality of
these interactions before we could make recommendations
about how links could be developed further.”

“We hope the recommendations will help strengthen
relationships between young people and their future
employers.”
To find out more about the research and the findings,
please contact the Chamber team at research@agcc.co.uk.

Percentage of schools who are involed in third party initiatives
Youth Philanthropy Initiative

75%

Maths in the Pipeline

65%

SCIP

60%

Northsound Energy Schools Challenge
Young Enterprise Programme
STEM in the Pipeline

55%

Lab in a Lorry

50%

Energise Your Future

45%

Go4SET
Young Engineer and Science Clubs

40%

Petrochallenge

35%

TechFest Secondary Outreach Programme
Career Academies

20%

ROV Mate
Your Future in Energy
Nuffield Bursaries

15%

Engineering Education Scheme

10%

OPITO Lego Challenge
Arkwright

5%
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40%
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“

What career did you
aspire to as a child?

HOT TOPIC

”

AT PRIMARY school I wanted to be a stockbroker. When I had a look at the list of careers
at school being a stockbroker looked to be among the most lucrative financially. As I got
older I was put off by the qualification requirements (I was always too lazy at school) and then
didn’t know what I wanted to do for a few years after leaving school. I ended up falling into a
job in a building society almost by chance and a career in financial services prevailed although
as of yet it hasn’t been as financially rewarding as it would have been as a stockbroker. I asked
my nine-year-old son what he wants to be when he grows up the other day and he said a clown.
That could lead him down several different career paths as I have come across a few clowns
over the years.
Phil Anderson, Phil Anderson Financial Services Ltd

WHEN I was a child I wanted to be a teacher. Even though I’ve never worked formally in a
classroom, teaching has been an aspect of my various careers which I’ve always enjoyed.
My first degree was in nutrition and dietetics and I took a course in nutrition education. I spent a lot
of time teaching basic nutrition and healthy eating to primary schools and community groups.
When I moved into HR it was part of my role to do company inductions and participate in
management and supervisory training courses. Now, as the director of a recruitment company, I’ve
been sharing my knowledge with ex-forces candidates to help introduce them to the oil and gas
industry. Sharing what I know with other people and learning from their experiences always brings
excitement and energy which keeps life interesting.
Jacqueline van den Akker, Aberdeen Director, RedWave

I REALLY ‘fell into’ my career because I didn’t know what I wanted to be as a child. I came
to the end of my secondary schooling and my dad said ‘Why don’t you come and work for
me as an office junior, just for a couple of months, until you decide what you want to do.’ I had
always imagined going to art school but had no thought of what that might lead to. More than
22 years later I am still here - apart from a brief spell after he fired me. I had spoken back to him
and as I was still living at home I sulked in my bedroom for weeks. He eventually offered me my
job back, with a pay rise, and I went into sales and learned by listening to him.
I love my job and the company has grown and my dad, who died three years ago, was very
proud of all of us, as is mum.
Fiona Fraser, Managing Director, DF Communications

MY INITIAL career aspiration was to be green-keeper when I was in primary school. When
I was told ‘no’ by my parents then I revised this to snow plough driver, then to farmer.
They said ‘no’ to these alternate options I offered them, so I ran away from home. Well, when
I say I ran away from home I packed a rucksack with five tins of beans (no tin opener) and got
busted by my mum. She asked what I was doing, I told her I was running away. She said: ‘Don’t
be so stupid.’ I said: ‘Okay,’ and went and watched the Magic Roundabout instead. All true,
except Magic Roundabout – it may have been Mr Bean. I got interested in maths and physics
at school and discovered I was quite good at sciences. This led to me studying engineering
at the University of Glasgow and finally a PhD. I got an opportunity in the energy industry in
Aberdeen following completion of my studies and have not looked back since.
Ryan Menzies, Operations Director, Apollo Offshore Engineering
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Thu 12
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Mon 16
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ON THE MOVE

On the move

David Ralston
Former Royal Navy
serviceman David
Ralston has joined DF
Communications to head
up a new business stream.
He has been appointed
network services manager
and will be responsible
for overseeing the
Aberdeen-based company’s
fixed line division - with
a particular emphasis on
data connectivity, wireless
products and cloud-hosting
services.
Eden Scott, has promoted
four consultants in its
oil and gas division in
Aberdeen and Edinburgh.
Managing consultant Lucy
Nicoll will now spearhead
the company’s temporary
and interim accountancy
and finance market in
Aberdeen.
Marta Kotonska and Laura
Steel, accountancy and
finance and procurement
specialists respectively
have both been promoted
to be senior consultants.
Resourcer Mark Johnston
moves into the role of
associate consultant.
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Wireline and well
intervention technology
specialist Wireline
Engineering has made
three key appointments to
develop and strengthen its
global management team.
Douglas Gordon is now
division sales manager
for Asia Pacific, Paul
Higginson joins as division
sales manager for Europe
Africa and Americas, and
Alex Ozzard-Low has been
appointed global business
development manager.
Chairman Bill Petrie said:
“It’s all about maintaining
the momentum we have
built up over recent years.
The decision to strengthen
our sales and business
development initiative is
fundamental to growing
Wireline Engineering
globally.
“We see great opportunities
ahead, and have ambitious
plans to further develop
our activities. Separately,
Douglas, Paul and Alex
bring a level of experience
to our team that will be
hugely beneficial for
Wireline Engineering.”

Douglas Gordon

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Michael Machnik
Equalizer International is
continuing its programme
of international expansion
by appointing its first sales
and marketing manager
Europe.
Based in Austria, Michael
Machnik will focus
his activity across the
major European markets
of France, Germany,
Netherlands and Italy
but will also represent
Equalizer in several other
European and Eastern
European countries as well
as the Ukraine and parts of
Scandinavia.

Cornerstone has appointed
Lisa Duthie to the new
post of director of
corporate relations and
fundraising.
Based in Aberdeen, Lisa
will work to a national
remit as part of the senior
management team to lead
on the development of
their fundraising function
and unrestricted funding
stream.

Peterson has made two
director-level appointments
as part of an ongoing
strategy to strengthen its
management team focused
on North Sea operations.
Jim McSporran has been
appointed as Director of
Operations and will be
responsible for delivering a
framework for operational
growth within its North Sea
businesses.
The second appointment
is John Bain, who joins
Peterson as Director of
Finance. He has significant
experience in the logistics
sector, having spent many
years in a similar role with
ARR Craib Transport.

Grampian Housing
Association has appointed
Craig Stirrat to the new
post of director of business
development.
He will be responsible
for leading the growth
of the business as well
as its diversification into
commercial activity.

Craig Stirrat

Through water
communication and
positioning technology
company, Nautronix, has
strengthened its senior
management team as a
result of growth in its
Survey Services division.
Sam Hanton, who initially
joined Nautronix in 2008
and has served as survey
manager since the division’s
inception in 2012, has been
promoted to director of
survey. Alan Buchan, who
has been with the company
for 10 years as product line
manager for NASNet®, has
been promoted to director
of survey projects.

Surveying firm Graham +
Sibbald (G+S) has made
four new appointments to
partnership status covering
three office locations,
including Aberdeen.
The partnerships follow a
recent new office opening
in Ayr and further planned
investment in the firm’s
network of local offices
across Scotland.
Darroch Robertson is the
newly appointed partner in
Aberdeen and joined G+S
in 2008.
Arran Leask is now an
Edinburgh Partner and has
been with G+S for six years.
Alastair Welch and Neil
MacFarlane have both been
promoted to Partners in the
Glasgow office.

Specialist recruitment
agency Strategic Resources
has promoted Gary Gray
to the new position of
associate director with the
Aberdeen-based company.
Gary, who previously
held the role of senior
recruitment consultant,
has worked with Strategic
Resources since 2005.
He is a member of the
Institute of Recruitment
Professionals and has over
13 years’ experience in the
recruitment industry in
North-east Scotland.

Gary Gray

manager to lead new
growth in the company’s
oilfield services division,
Aberdeen.

Andrew Ferguson
Eden Scott has added a
new director to its board
following the promotion
of Andrew Ferguson.
Ferguson joined the
business shortly after it was
established and has worked
his way up from consultant
to director in just five years.

Power Jacks has bolstered
its senior management
team to meet growing
global demand for its
products and services,
particularly in the oil and
gas sector. Keith Mackie
takes up the newly-created
role of deputy managing
director while Ian Porter
has been appointed
operations director.
Burness Paull has
appointed Craig Whelton
as a partner in its planning
team. Craig will be based
in Edinburgh. Craig
has expertise in energy
projects, particularly in on
and offshore wind, biomass
and marine sectors. He is
an expert in development/
regeneration work and the
highly specialised area of
compulsory purchase law.

MSIS, which provides
environmental services and
equipment solutions off
and onshore, has appointed
Martin Gilbert as senior
business development

Phil Anderson Financial
Services has appointed
Ryan Yule as a Senior
Financial Planner to deal
with a large increase in new
business enquiries.
Mr Yule will split his
time between the firm’s
Aberdeen and Ellon offices.
Phil Anderson said: “I would
expect similar growth
in 2014. We are seeing
more enquiries coming in
recently for pension advice
due to auto-enrolment
and the recent changes
announced in the Budget.
The high level of mortgage
enquiries is being fuelled by
initiatives such as Help to
Buy.”

ON THE MOVE

Alan Buchan

Dron & Dickson, specialists
in design, supply and
maintenance of hazardous
area electrical equipment,
has appointed Lenny
Collins as HSEQ manager
and Bruce McHattie as
UK wholesales operations
manager.
Lenny Collins will be
based at Dron & Dickson’s
headquarters in Aberdeen
and will be responsible for
ensuring compliance with
existing and new legislation
in the UK, Brazil, the
Middle East and offshore.
He will also provide HSEQ
support and advice to all
employees.
Bruce McHattie, has worked
with Dron & Dickson for
more than six years and
until his promotion was
sales manager to wholesale
operations manager for the
UK.

ACE Winches has
appointed Kevin McLardy
as chief financial officer
to manage its financial
strategy at a time of
significant growth.
As a member of the board
of management he will play
a key role in organisational
decision-making.
International sales now
accounts for 75% of Ace
Winches’ annual turnover,
with orders secured in
Europe, the Americas,
Middle East and Asia
Pacific.

Kevin McLardy
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NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER
Aberdeen Environmental Services
Waste Water treatment. Heat and Energy
generation from AD production
Coast Road
Nigg
Aberdeen
AB12 3LT
t: 01224 897359
w: www.keldawater.co.uk
e: stephen.macpherson@keldawater.co.uk
c: Stephen Macpherson - Managing Director

NEW MEMBERS

Aberdeen YMCA
Youth Work Services
52 Skene Terrace
Aberdeen
AB10 1RP
t: 01224 643291
w: www.aberdeenymca.org.uk
e: ian@aberdeenymca.org.uk
c: Ian Marr - Chief Executive

ABRRAS Ltd
Management, Training & Consultancy in the
fields of Crisis Management, Emergency
Response, Health & Safety & Environmental
Servcies
Meiklemill of Esslemont
Ellon
Aberdeenshire
AB41 8PA
t: 01358 723391
w: www.abrras.com
e: info@abrras.com
c: Mara Sturton - Business Development
Manager

Aircon Scotland Ltd
Design, installation and service of air
conditioning systems
Craigshaw Commercial Park
Craigshaw Drive
West Tullos
Aberdeen
AB12 3AL
t: 01224 536555
w: www.airconscotland.co.uk
e: stuart.flint@airconscotland.co.uk
c: Stuart Flint - Director

Apollo
Engineering design and project management
company
Subsea – Topsides – Marine – Onshore –
Equipment
Passionate about engineering
Nautilus House
35 Waterloo Quay
Aberdeen
AB11 5BS
t: 01224 531777
w: apollo-oe.com
e: jonathan.white@apollo-oe.com
c: Jonathan White - Business Development
Director
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BEL Valves Ltd
Design & Manufacture of high integrity valves
for critical oil & gas applications
22 Carden Place
Aberdeen
t: 01912 659091
w: www.belvalves.com
e: rd@bel.co.uk
c: Alison Ennis - Marketing Manager

Cambridge Mercantile
Provides businesses trading internationally
with a superior level of service in foreign
exchange and global payments services.
5 Galston Avenue
Glasgow
G77 5SF
t: 07769 292926
w: www.cambridgefx.com
e: mlivingston@cambridgefx.co.uk
c: Michael Livingston - Business Development
Manager

Concerto Live
Live event and brand communications agency
delivering innovative and engaging solutions
for a broad range of clients.
Unit 11 Netherton Business Centre
Kemnay
Inverurie
Aberdeen
AB51 5LX
t: 01467 530485
w: www.concertolive.co.uk
e: katrina.dunbar@concertolivescot.co.uk
c: Katrina Dunbar - Head of Client Services

Continental Airfreight Limited
Airfreight Agent - Freight Forwarder
Unit 24 Robert Leonard Centre
Howe Moss Drive
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 OGG
t: 01224 725328
w: www.continentalairfreight.com
e: ronnie.caird@contair.co.uk
c: Ronnie Caird - Managing Director

Dyspraxia Scotland
Scottish charity providing support and
advisory services to parents, carers, the
health and education sector and employers.
9B Balunie Avenue
Dundee
Angus
DD4 8QH
t: 01382 781642
w: www.dyspraxiascotland.org.uk
e: stuart_craigon2003@yahoo.co.uk
c: Stuart Craigon - Chief Executive

Effectiv Facilities Management
All aspects of facilities & property
management - commercial and residential
Woodburn House
4/5 Golden Square
Aberdeen
AB10 1RD
t: 07902 893779 or 01224 644551
w: www.effectivfm.co.uk
e: info@effectivfm.co.uk
c: Denise Hunter - Director

Etpm Limited
Specialist Recruitment Solutions
The Wheel House
Greenwell Road
East Tullos
Aberdeen
AB12 3AX
t: 01224 579230
w: www.etpm.co.uk
e: info@etpm.co.uk
c: Charles Clark - Director

Fugro
Provider of Geophysical, Construction
Support and IRM vessels. Associated services
include provision of ROVs, positioning and
construction to third party clients.
Survey House
Denmore Road
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB23 8JW
t: 01224 257500
w: www.fugrosurvey.co.uk
w: www.fugrosubsea.co.uk
e: info@fugrosurvey.co.uk
c: Carole Doyle - Commercial Assistant

GT Conflict Resolution
Workplace Conflict Consultancy
47 Provost Black Drive
Banchory
Aberdeenshire
AB31 4FG
t: 01224 460444 or 07980 838945
w: www.gtconflictresolution.com
e: gillian@gtconflictresolution.com
c: Gillian Thomson - Director

Hanon
Sport Fashion Retail and Design
154-156 Market Street
Aberdeen
AB11 5PP
t: 01224 593245
w: www.hanon-shop.com
e: info@hanon-shop.com
c: Brian Toft - CEO

NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER

Metro Ecosse
Live event production, video production and
exhibition stands
1 Berry Street
Aberdeen
AB25 1HF
t: 01224 843727
w: www.metroecosse.com
e: ross@metroecosse.com
c: Ross Mackie - Project Manager

Miller Developments
Property Development
Miller House
2 Lochside View
Edinburgh Park
Edinburgh
EH12 9DH
t: 08703 365084
w: www.millerdevelopments.co.uk
e: Pamela.Grant@miller.co.uk
c: Pamela Grant - Development Director

Network Aberdeen Ltd
Welcome and support service for people new
to Aberdeen predominantly working in the oil
and gas industry.
The Croft House
Milton of Arbuthnott
Laurencekirk
Aberdeenshire
AB30 1PF
t: 01224 841370
w: www.networkaberdeen.co.uk
e: carolinetraa@aol.com
c: Caroline Traa - Managing Director

Phil Anderson Financial Services Ltd.
Independent Financial Advisors
34 Market Street
Ellon
Aberdeenshire
AB41 9JD
t: 01358 268166
w: www.philandersonfinancial.co.uk
e: admin@philandersonfinancial.co.uk
c: Phil Anderson - Director

ProSep (PWA Europe Ltd)
Offers oilfield products, systems and
differentiated separation technology
solutions for oil, gas and produced water
streams to the worldwide oil and natural gas
industry. The company designs, manufactures
and services these solutions for its global
upstream and downstream client base.
ProSep provides lease equipment for a wide
range of short and long term operational
needs, specialising in cleaning all types of
solid or liquid contaminants from produced
water by leveraging a combination of
experienced people, efficient processes and
exceptional technology.
Buchan House
Quarry Road
Aberdeen
AB16 5UU
t: 01224 690226
w: www.prosep.com
e: cleslie@prosep.com
c: Carol Leslie - Office Manager
Ross Developments and Renewables Ltd
Property Development
295 Fenwick Road
Giffnock
Glasgow
Lanarkshire
G46 6UH
t: 01416 389048
e: kenrossglas@live.co.uk
c: Ken Ross - CEO
Rubberatkins Ltd
The World’s No.1 Engineering Designer,
Rubber Compounder and Manufacturer
supplying the Oilfield with Innovative In
House and Rubber Products and Customer
Designed Products to meet all Downhole and
Topside Sealing Applications. We also do bits
for Space Satellites!
2 Claymore Avenue
Aberdeen Science & Energy Park
Aberdeen
Grampian
AB23 8GW
t: 01224 246777
w: www.rubberatkins.com
e: cgrant@rubberatkins.com
c: Claire Grant - HR Manager

SengS Subsea Engineering Solutions Ltd
An independent engineering company
founded in 2012 which provides Engineering
Design, Consultancy, IRM Project Support,
Testing & Flushing, Subsea Tooling and Repair
and refurbishment of subsea and topside
applications
Sengs House
Balmacassie Way
Ellon
Aberdeenshire
AB41 8BX
t: 01358 720854
w: www.sengs.org.uk
e: murkerr@sengs.org.uk
c: Murray Kerr - Project Director

Simply Joined Consulting Limited
Offers consultancy services to support
businesses and organisations aiming
to develop, review, or maintain robust
Procurement & Supply Chain Management
(PSCM) principles and practices in simple
terms that join up the various aspects of their
operations. The Simply Joined philosophy is
that the relationships and working mechanisms
between suppliers and clients and other
stakeholders, should avoid being unnecessarily
complex. Having your people, systems, policies
and processes ‘Simply Joined’ to the needs and
expectations of your business, clients, suppliers
and stakeholders, will result in a cost effective
and efficient business model that supports you
for the long term.
t: 07710 340207
w: www.simplyjoined.com
e: steve@simplyjoined.com
c: Steve Johnson - Director
Thistle Catering Services
Outside Catering/bespoke caterer
Unit 6
Castle Park
Industrial Estate, Castle Street
Ellon, Aberdeenshire
AB41 9RF
t: 01358 268256
w: www.thistlecateringservices.co.uk
e: enquiries@thistlecateringservices.co.uk
c: Lorraine Smith - Managing Director

NEW MEMBERS

Maggie’s Centre Aberdeen
Cancer Care Charity
Elizabeth Montgomerie Building
Westburn Road
Aberdeen
AB25 2UZ
t: 01224 645928
w: www.maggiescentres.org
e: nicola.watson@maggiescentres.org
c: Gavin McLellan - Head of Community
Fundraising (Scotland)

TransAberdeen Language Services & Tours
Your local translation and multi-lingual guided
tours operator
16 St Clair Wynd
Newburgh
Aberdeenshire
AB41 6DZ
t: 01358 789330
w: www.transaberdeen.com
e: elena@transaberdeen.com
c: Elena Sargeant - Director
Truphone Ltd
At Truphone, we’ve built a mobile network
without country borders.
6 Hay’s Lane
London
SE1 2HB
t: 02034 491047
w: www.truphone.com
e: Sam.Murray@truphone.com
c: Sam Murray - Business Development Manager
**CORRECTION**
TSG Scotland
Total IT Support & Solutions Provider
Throughout The UK
Davidson House
Campus One
ASTP
Balgownie Road
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB22 8GT
t: 01224 357450
w: www.tsg.com
e: alasdair.farquharson@tsg.com
c: Alasdair Farquharson – Account Manager
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Business
lessons I’ve
learned
Chris Docherty, Director, FQM
FEATURES

What is the most unusual piece of business your company
has won?
Performing hygiene audits on offshore facilities in the
Middle East, that in itself is not so unusual, but the
conditions that our consultant, as well as the staff on the
platforms had to live with on a daily basis did make it
unusual. Following our strong recommendations, we hope
that the company in question will develop a full change
initiative with FQM.
What is the toughest lesson you have learned in business?
That business development always takes much longer than
you think before that first PO is received.
What is the toughest lesson you have learned in business?
Movement of the base rate by 15% in the mid-1990s. This
taught me to never take anything for granted in business.
Which of your company values means most to you?
Trust. It’s the back bone of everything that we do,
both internally and externally. We are a very open
and transparent organisation and this stems from our
philosophy to trust one and other. When our client
testimonials state that we are a supplier they can always
trust to deliver, that means the most to FQM, we are
fulfilling in that value.
If you could make one thing happen tomorrow in the
North-east region, what would it be?
For the quality theories and practises of the Far East to
be adopted in the North-east of Scotland. These practices
would be from ground roots through to board level. Having
experienced these first hand during my time in the Far
East, I know only too well the impacts good quality have on
safety, environment, cost, service and operations.

What would you like to do when you retire?
Ride my motorbike to further destinations than I have so
far.
FQM Ltd delivers services that focus directly on
facilitating ‘performance assurance’ by helping
reduce risk through ensuring robust processes
linked to people to deliver integrity. These services
are delivered by highly experienced, professional
consultants who bring a wealth of skills and
specific expertise drawn from many industries and
both the public and private sectors
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